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Thank you for your custom. We are 
confident you will enjoy your new vehicle 
and go on to experience continued 
trouble free motoring.
We take our obligations to you seriously 
and the vehicle has passed our pre 
delivery inspection to reach you in the 
best possible condition, and we offer you 
the opportunity to extend the period of 
guarantee for up to three years to cover 
faults which may occur after you take 
delivery of your vehicle.

This guarantee will contribute to the cost of repairs that need 
to be made to your vehicle due to the unforeseen mechanical 
breakdown of any of the parts covered. Mechanical breakdown 
is the sudden and unforeseen failure of a part arising from 
any permanent mechanical or electrical defect, (for a reason 
other than wear and tear, normal deterioration or negligence) 
causing a sudden stoppage of its function, necessitating 
immediate repair or replacement of the part before normal 
operation can be resumed.

This guarantee is administered on our behalf by  
RA Claims Limited, V12 B, Merlin Park, Ringtail Road, 
Burscough, Lancs, L408JY, (“The Administrator”).

If you think that your vehicle has developed a fault that may 
be covered by this guarantee, please notify the administrator 
on 0333 987 4020. The supplying Dealer shall be used for all 
servicing and warranty repair requirements although alternative 
arrangements may be agreed with, and only by express 
authorisation of, the Supplying Dealer

Please read this guarantee document carefully. This document 
sets out all you need to know about the guarantee that you 
have bought to go with your new car and specifies what is 
covered and what is not included within the coverage of this 
guarantee.

Privacy
We and the administrator collect non-public personal information 
about you from the following sources:

1) your application or other forms;

2) your transactions with us, our associates, or others.

We and the administrator do not disclose any non-public personal 
information relating to you to anyone except as is necessary in 
order to provide our products or services to you or otherwise as it is 
required or permitted by law (e.g. a subpoena, fraud investigation, 
regulatory reporting etc.).

We and the administrator restrict access to non-public personal 
information relating to you to our employees, our associates, our 
associates’ employees or others who need to know that information 
to service your account. We maintain physical, electronic, and 
procedural safeguards to protect your non-public personal 
information.

 
Making a Claim
Should you need to make a claim please call the administrator on 
0333 9874020. The claims procedure is explained in section 6.

Cancelling this Guarantee  
You may cancel this guarantee within 14 days of receiving this 
contract by contacting us and you will receive a full refund of the 
premium paid. If you have made a claim that has been paid, the 
cost of the claim will be deducted from your refund.

You may cancel this guarantee at any time after 14 days but no 
refund of premium will be available.



Engine 
Cylinder block, cylinder bores and liners, cylinder head. Excludes 
cracks and porosity. Crankshaft, crank bearings, big end bearings, 
oil pump, conrods, gudgeon pins, small end bearings, pistons, piston 
rings, rocker shaft, rockers, hydraulic lifters, camshaft and cam 
followers, push rods, camshaft bearings, inlet and exhaust valves, 
valve springs, valve guides, cylinder head gasket, timing gears, 
timing chains, timing chain tensioners (up to 80,000 miles) flywheel 
or flex plate, starter ring gear. Excludes overheating,  
de-coking, burnt, pitted & sticking valves. 

Front Wheel Drive  
Drive shafts, universal joints and couplings, constant velocity joints. 
Excludes gaiters & bushes.

Fuel System 
Fuel lift pump (mechanical or electrical), petrol injection pump, diesel 
injection pump, high pressure pump. Excludes contamination or 
failure to meet current emission legislation.

Manual Gearbox 
Gears and gear clusters, selectors and shafts, synchromesh 
assemblies, bushes, ball and roller bearings, needle bearings, 
transfer gears.

Propshaft 
Propshaft, universal joints & couplings, bearings & rubber couplings. 
Includes front & rear transfer shafts. Excludes 
gaiters & bushes.

Rear Wheel Drive 
Drive shafts, universal joints and couplings, constant velocity joints, 
half shafts & bearings. Excludes gaiters & bushes.

 

Steering and Suspension 
Steering rack and pinion, power steering rack, steering box, power 
steering box, idler box and coil springs, power steering pump and 
reservoir, wishbones and ball-joints, suspension arms and torsion 
bars, anti roll bars. Excludes gaiters & bushes, oil leaks, tracking & 
balancing. Road springs are specifically excluded from cover.

Timing Belt 
If the timing belt has been changed in accordance with the time / 
mileage requirements specified by the manufacturer (proof required) 
it will be covered.

Torque Converter 
All internal working components and seals.

Transfer Box  
The following internal mechanical components are covered: transfer 
gears, selectors, shafts, transfer shafts, needle and roller bearings, 
output shafts, bushes. 

Turbocharger / Supercharger / Kompressor  
The complete unit is covered providing it is original manufacturer’s 
equipment including the wastegate if it is an integral part of the unit 
and cannot be bought separately. Excludes pipes & hoses.

Wheel Bearings  
Front & rear wheel bearings.

Casings  
Damage to casings caused as a consequence of the failure of a 
covered component will constitute part of the total claim within the 
claim limit.

1. What you are covered for1. What you are covered for

The following components and associated labour costs are covered 
against mechanical breakdown. Components not listed below are not 
covered by this guarantee.

Air Conditioning / Climate Control  
Factory fitted air conditioning systems are covered. Excludes pipes, 
unions, wiring & receiver drier.

Anti Lock Brake System  
Factory fitted anti-lock braking systems are covered. Excludes wiring 
& connection faults.

Automatic Gearbox  
Governor, valve block, oil pump, gears, brake bands, servos, 
clutches, seals, shafts, bearings & bushes, modulator valve, transfer 
gears.

Braking 
Brake master cylinder, callipers, wheel cylinders, brake bias / 
restrictor valve, reserve cylinder, vacuum servo and brake vacuum 
pump.

Clutch 
Release thrust bearing, centre plate (oil contamination 
centre plate only), pressure plate, master and slave cylinders, clutch 
cable including self adjusting mechanism and clutch damper.

Continuously Variable Transmission  
All internal working components and seals.

Cooling 
Radiator, engine thermostat, water pump, thermostat housing, 
viscous fan coupling, engine temperature sensor, engine oil cooler, 
heater matrix, radiator.

 

Differential 
Planetary gear assembly, crown wheel & pinion assembly, internal 
shafts, bearings & bushes, thrust washers, spacers, bevel gears. 
Includes front, rear & centre differentials. Excludes viscous couplings 
& fluid differentials. 

Diesel Cover 
Fuel Injection pump, low pressure supply pump, fuel injection 
governor, fuel shut off mechanism, hydraulic or electrical injection 
timing mechanism, high pressure fuel metering head, cold starting 
device, manifold boost pressure compensator, altitude compensator 
(where fitted), pump drive gear, glow plug relay, mechanical lift pump, 
brake vacuum pump. Excludes fuel lines, injectors, diesel particulate 
filter, glow plugs, high pressure pipes, injection timing, adjustments, 
calibration, bench testing & emission test failures.

Electrical 
Alternator, voltage regulator, starter motor (includes preengaged 
solenoid), starter solenoid (includes inertia drive starters), indicator 
relay, front & rear windscreen wiper motor, front & rear windscreen 
washer motor, ignition coil, horn unit, electric window motors and 
switches, glow plug relay (diesel vehicles), electric sun roof motor 
and switch, central locking systems (excluding remote control unit & 
wiring), distributor, electronic ignition module, crankshaft sensor, cam 
shaftsensor, ignition relay, electric radiator fan & temperature sensing 
switch, oil pressure sensor, indicator & wiper switches (column 
stalks), wiper relay, heater fan motor, fuel tank sender unit, electric 
fuel pump, instrument cluster and speedo transducer, heated rear 
screen (element failure only), door mirror motors & switches, engine 
management ECU.



2.1  Components other than those specifically listed in section 1 of 
this guarantee and noted on your application form.

2.2  General maintenance and components failing due to wear  
and tear.

2.3  Faults which occur during the period of warranty provided by 
a manufacturer or supplier, or items which are subject to a 
manufacturer’s recall.

2.4  Damage caused by overheating, freezing, corrosion or the 
intrusion of harmful substances (for example the ingress 
of water), use of an incorrect grade of fuel or oil, or lack of 
antifreeze, lubrication or servicing.

2.5 Improper use of the vehicle, neglect or abuse of any kind, or 
drive on damage after a fault has occurred.

2.6  Damage caused by the failure of components not covered 
by this guarantee, or to components not covered by this 
guarantee.

2.7  Any repairs not authorised by the Administrator prior to the 
repair work being carried out.

2.8  Any costs other than those specifically agreed and authorised 
by the administrator.

2.9  Diagnosis, adjustments, the cleaning of components or  
“re-facing” costs (eg. skimming or honing).

2.10  Costs in excess of the equivalent UK specification vehicle,  
if your vehicle has been imported.

2.11  The failure of components due to lack of routine or  
regular maintenance.

2.12  Any amount in excess of the £500 individual claim limit.

2.13  Any claim where You exceed the annual mileage limit of12,000 
miles per annum.

2.14  Any amount by which the labour rate exceeds the £42 per 
hour limit.

2.15  The £49 excess payable on each accepted claim.

2. What you are not covered for1. What you are covered for

Working Materials  
Should any authorised repair to any of the above components require 
essential replacement of or topping up of lubricants, oils or coolant or 
replacement of the oil filter these shall be covered as part of the total 
claim limit.

The maximum amount that this guarantee will pay for any one repair, 
and the amount we will pay for all repairs in total during the duration 
of this guarantee, will be limited to the claim limits shown on your 
guarantee schedule.

If the repair of a covered component necessitates regassing of the 
air conditioning system this guarantee will pay a maximum of £40.00 
including VAT toward the cost.

If your vehicle is part-time or full-time four wheel drive you must make 
an additional payment to us to guarantee the applicable components.

The following components will only be covered for mechanical 
breakdown if you make an additional payment to us. Catalytic 
Converter

Factory fitted catalytic converter. Excludes damage or failure caused 
by impact, corrosion or the use of incorrect grade or type of fuel.

Power Roof Motor  
Factory fitted convertible roof motor, solenoids & ECU.



By taking out this guarantee you agree to comply with the following 
conditions. If you do not comply with them we may choose to cancel 
this guarantee, refuse to deal with your claim or reduce the amount of 
your claim.

5.1 You must take all reasonable steps to avoid damage to your 
vehicle or components. This guarantee will not cover damage 
caused by continued use after a fault occurs.

5.2  It is your responsibility to ensure that your vehicle is maintained 
in a legal and roadworthy condition at all times, preferably by 
following the manufacturer’s recommended service schedule.

5.3  This guarantee is an addition to your legal rights if your vehicle  
is found to be unfit for use or not of satisfactory quality.

5.4  This guarantee will not cover your vehicle if it:

1)  is used for hire or reward for example as a taxi,  
minicab or for driving tuition;

2)  has been modified unless we have agreed this before  
the guarantee start date;

3)  is over 3.5 tonnes;

4)  is used in any sort of race or rally or any other  
competition; or

5) has been the subject of an insurance total loss.

5.5  You are expected to understand the warning lights and gauges 
on your vehicle and ensure that they are operating correctly.

5.6  This guarantee covers you only within the geographical limits.

5. General Conditions

5.7  This guarantee does not cover any consequential losses or 
third party claims, bodily injury, road hazard, fire damage or any 
other losses beyond the actual scope of cover.

5.8  This guarantee will not pay for any repairs if they are covered 
by an insurance policy or motoring breakdown organisation.

5.9  This guarantee will be governed by English law.

5.10  This guarantee does not entitle you to Breakdown Assistance / 
Rescue Services.

5.11  If any information provided by you or anyone acting on your 
behalf is inaccurate or if you do not disclose any information 
that might reasonable affect our decision to provide a guarantee 
to you, your right to any benefit under this guarantee will end.  
If any claim under this guarantee is fraudulent or is intended 
to mislead, or if any misleading or fraudulent means are used 
by you or anyone acting on your behalf to obtain benefit under 
this guarantee, your right to any reimbursement will end and 
the administrator shall be entitled to recover any monies paid 
and costs incurred as a result of such fraudulent or misleading 
claim, which may include legal action. No refund will be made.

5.12  The Geographical Limits means the area in which this 
guarantee is effective being Great Britain, Northern Ireland, 
Isle of Man, Channel Islands and up to 60 days in any of the 
member countries of the European Union.

In the event of a valid claim for mechanical breakdown we will 
provide the following additional benefits. The costs of providing these 
benefits will constitute part of the total claim and are subject to the 
maximum claim limit as stated on the your guarantee schedule. 
Please retain all your receipts.

3.1 Car Hire  
Provided that the actual repair time for removal and replacement of 
components is listed in Glass’s ICME Manual as being in excess of 8 
hours this guarantee will reimburse you up to £25 including VAT per 
day towards the cost of hiring a replacement vehicle.

A maximum of 7 days car hire is available with one day being allowed 
per 8 full hours of repair time. Delays awaiting the completion of 
repairs including any delays caused by waiting for components if 
applicable are not included.

3.2 Continental Use 
This guarantee covers you for personal travel up to 60 days per 
annum to member countries of the European Union. We will 
reimburse claims costs in accordance with the equivalent UK 
component and labour costs.

3.3 Hotel Accommodation and Rail Fare 
In the event of a mechanical breakdown away from home which 
means you are unable to return to your home the guarantee will 
pay up to £70 including VAT toward the cost of your overnight hotel 
accommodation or your rail fare to get you home.

3.4 Recovery 
In the event a mechanical breakdown renders your vehicle immobile 
(or if continued driving of your vehicle could cause danger or further 
damage this guarantee will pay up to £50 including VAT towards the 
cost of recovering your vehicle to arepairing garage.

Failure to service your vehicle in line with the manufacturer’s 
recommendations will not invalidate this guarantee. However, this 
guarantee will not cover faults attributable to or caused by lack of 
routine or regular maintenance.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your vehicle is maintained 
in a legal and roadworthy condition at all times by following the 
manufacturer’s recommended service schedule.

3. Additional features and benefits 4. Caring for your vehicle



6.5 Invoicing  
You or the repairer must send the administrator an original, fully 
detailed and itemised invoice and any proof of service that the 
administrator requires. Please clearly mark on the invoice to whom 
the administrator should make payment. Photocopies of invoices will 
not be accepted. Only the amount authorised by the administrator 
for the claim will be paid. Payment of any authorised claim will not be 
made until the guarantee fee has been received by the administrator.

6.6 On completion  
Wherever possible, the administrator will pay the repairer directly up 
to the amount authorised. You must make arrangements to cover any 
costs not covered by this guarantee. If you are VAT registered, we 
will not pay the VAT element of your claim.

We always aim to provide a first class standard of service. However, 
if you are unhappy you should in the first instance address your 
enquiry to the Administrator quoting your guarantee number.

Telephone: 0333 987 4020 
Email: claims@raclaims.co.uk
If you are still unhappy contact the Supplying Dealer and we will 
review your complaint with the Administrator on your behalf.

6. If your vehicle has a fault 7. If you are unhappy with our Claims Service

If you think that you your vehicle has fault that may be covered 
by this guarantee, you must contact the administrator in the first 
instance. Telephone number: 0333 987 4020 The claims department 
is open 9:00am to 5:00pm Monday to Friday.

The administrator will require the following information, so please 
have this to hand when telephoning: 

1)  your guarantee number and registration number of your vehicle;

2)  current mileage on your vehicle; and

3)  your vehicle’s service history.

You will need to take your vehicle to a repairer. The administrator has 
a nationwide network of nominated repairers who are familiar with 
the administrator’s claims and billing procedures. The administrator 
shall recommend these repairers wherever possible. If a suitable 
nominated repairer cannot be located the administrator will agree a 
suitable local alternative with you. You should then take your vehicle 
to the repairer and give them your permission to investigate the 
fault. The repairer should then contact the administrator to discuss 
their findings and obtain our permission to carry out the repair. No 
repairs can be carried out without the administrator’s permission as 
evidenced by an authorisation number.

When the administrator authorises a repair it will do so by issuing a 
unique authorisation number to your repairer. Repairs must not be 
started until the administrator has given this number to you or  
your garage.

6.1 Investigation 
You must authorise any dismantling of components for inspection 
and you will be responsible for the cost incurred if the repair is not 
covered by this guarantee. Dismantling costs will only be paid as 
part of an authorised repair.

6.2 Assessing the repair  
The administrator reserves the right to use an Independent 
Consulting Engineer to inspect your vehicle, the failed components 
and the vehicle’s service history before the administrator authorises 
a repair. Whilst the administrator will make every effort to ensure this 
happens with the least delay and inconvenience to you, they shall not 
be liable for any losses you incur through any delay.

6.3 Labour and component costs  
Labour times will be reimbursed in accordance with the times given 
in Glass’s ICME Manual at the rates charged by the administrator’s 
nominated repairers unless agreed beforehand. The administrator 
may ask the repairer to use guaranteed exchange units or factor 
components in repairing your vehicle. 

6.4 Indemnity and costs  
This guarantee is a contract of indemnity. This means that if repairs 
to your vehicle make it better than it was immediately prior to the 
mechanical breakdown, you may be asked to pay a contribution 
towards the costs.

Not all the cost of the repair will always be covered by this guarantee. 
Additional repair costs and those not covered by this guarantee must 
be paid for by you.

6. If your vehicle has a fault
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Data Protection Act 1998

We and the administrator record and hold data in accordance with 
the Data Protection Act 1998 and follow strict security procedures 
in the storage and disclosure of information provided to prevent 
unauthorized access or loss of such information.

We and the administrator may find it necessary to pass data to other 
firms or businesses that supply products and services associated 
with this guarantee.

Further, by accessing and updating various databases we and the 
administrator may share information with other firms and public 
bodies, including the police, in order to substantiate information and 
prevent or detect fraud. If false or inaccurate information is provided 
and fraud is suspected this fact will be recorded and the information 
will be available to other organisations that have access to the 
databases. Details of databases accessed or contributed to are 
available on request.

RA Claims Limited 
V12 B Merlin Park 
Ringtail Road 
Burscough Lancs 
L408JY

claims 0333 9874020
e. claims@raclaims.co.uk
w. raclaims.co.uk


